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• Objective:  To identify lessons from previous infrastructure upgrades and 
fuel transitions that can help to ensure a smooth transition to new fuels.

• Timeline: Finalise 31 January 2020

• Benefit to industry: develop a knowledge base + a preferred suite of 
engagement strategies for use by industry to manage proposed 
infrastructure upgrades in the energy sector

• Case Studies:
• Town gas  natural gas conversion:  1960s-1970s
• E10 and LPG motor fuels:  1980s-2000s
• CSG industry expansion:  2000s



Guiding Research Questions
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• How have communication and engagement activities in previous 
infrastructure upgrades and fuel transitions contributed to positive 
and negative outcomes?

• Consequently, what communication and engagement strategies 
might be effective in managing risks and promoting positive 
outcomes in the deployment of flow-carbon fuels in Australia?

• Focus was communication, but also considered policy, strategic 
and logistical issues.



Research approach
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• Review historical newspaper articles to assemble detailed 
chronological accounts of events, and to gauge how they were 
discussed at the time (town gas and motor fuel case studies)

• Review academic literature on social acceptance, community 
engagement and CSG development

• Review policy-oriented reports from government agencies and 
other organisations

• Obtain first-hand accounts and anecdotal evidence from people 
with direct knowledge / involvement in the case studies



Town Gas  Natural Gas
Timeline



Town Gas  Natural Gas
Was natural gas an ‘easy sell’?

Canberra Times, April 1965

April 1968



Town Gas  Natural Gas
Was natural gas an ‘easy sell’?

• Rumours swirled about bad experiences in 
Britain

• Victorian Gas & Fuel Commission enlisted 
Margaret Fulton to reassure housewives about 
cooking with the lazy blue flame

• South Australian Gas Company spent $ on a 
customer survey and publicity campaign to 
address anxieties and misinformation about 
natural gas 



Town Gas  Natural Gas

The Age, January 1969 The Age, April 1969

Times have changed



Town Gas  Natural Gas
Expect the unexpected



Ethanol in motor fuel
Timeline



Ethanol in motor fuel
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The Telegraph, 1930

Western Sydney, 2012



Ethanol in motor fuel
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Sales of E10 fuel as a percentage of total petrol sales in New South Wales.
(Source: https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/trades-and-businesses/business-essentials/service-
stations/biofuels-marketplace-data)

Mandates are not magic

https://www.fairtrading.nsw.gov.au/trades-and-businesses/business-essentials/service-stations/biofuels-marketplace-data


Ethanol in motor fuel
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Trust can trump price



CSG Expansion
Timeline



CSG Expansion



CSG Expansion
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CSG Expansion
Lessons learned from CSG development

• Social licence can affect legal licence

• Pursue long-term relationships as well as short-
term opportunities

• Trust in industry is tied to trust in government

• Be cautions of international investment

• Every community is different



Keep in mind ….

“Either you can do the engagement up front where you have proactive 
control over the process, or you can wait for engagement to be sprung 
upon you when a group of stakeholders is tired of feeling that their 
concerns have been ignored.” - Interviewee

 Trying to move too fast can be costly

 Trust requires more than just good behaviour

Coordination is critical

Government policies can make or break new fuels

 Large-scale fuel transitions are challenging but 
possible



Toolkit – Opportunity 

Plan

Engage

Communicate
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